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Panache Boyz is the new, fresh house music duo consisting of DJ MlaMza & DJ Mzu,
which jointly has recently taken the Johannesburg & Pretoria party scene by storm.

Although recently merging to form Panache Boyz, respectively, these DJs have been
in the entertainment scene for some time on their individual capacities as Club DJs,
Radio DJs & Event Organisers.

The DJs MlaMza & Mzu first met years ago in varsity where they were both Radio DJs
at the campus radio station UKZN Radio. At the time, they were both individually

focused in completing their academic studies and honing their careers as radio jocks
and would only mix leisurely with other colleagues at the radio station after the

station’s operating hours only as a hobby; little did they know at the time that they
would be house DJs and partner to form the now Panache Boyz.

After finishing their tertiary studies; MlaMza left Durban to Johannesburg and started
DJing in 2006 while Mzu left Durban for Cape Town and started DJing in 2007. Mzu
later came to Johannesburg where he kept on meeting MlaMza in 2010 at the same

gigs that he was booked to play at. After their sets at these gigs, they would always

chill together to discuss new trends and opportunities in the entertainment industry.
These discussions lead to them establishing Panache Thursdays at the end of March
2011.

Panache Thursdays

The new uber Phuza Thursdays craze that has hit Jo’burg hard! Thirst-days have

never been the same! Panache Thursday Sessions combine the perfect mix of the

most elegant flourishing Jozi people connecting with the ingenuous & lavish brands

they consume while listening to enchanting music at a luxurious & exclusive venue –
converging: enjoying splendid moments, celebrating self-worth, making key

contacts, sharing the past, painting a luminous future & celebrating being panache.
Through the success of Panache Thursdays, MlaMza & Mzu were still constantly

being booked to play on the same gigs and since their DJing styles and vision on the
entertainment industry were similar, the DJ duo decided to extend their flourishing
Panache Brand and formed Panache Boyz.

While the Panache Thursday Event has rapidly grown to attract reputable stylish

brand sponsors and partners such as Remy Martin, Chivas and lately an exclusive

sponsorship from Grey Goose till December 2011, the Panache Boyz DJs on the other
side haven’t been resting on their laurels; now a fluent DJ duo, renowned for their

enchanting tasteful sets, enjoyed for their track selection and wildly celebrated for

their mixing skills, it’s no surprise that Panache Boyz are fast becoming prominent in
South Africa's clubland.

Panache Boyz, entertain weekly at prime partying venues all over South Africa,

constantly sharing the DJ Booth with prominent local and international DJs. The DJ

duo has grown to matured connoisseur house DJs in the prime legion of the very rare
DJ breed that can eloquently present a tranquil deep house set as good as their

presentation of an up-tempo thumping set; favourably placing them as all-rounder

DJs who can play at any time, with expertise to please different types of house music
audience with their wide aural spectrum of house music.

Although mostly focusing on growing the Panache Brand to a well-known and

celebrated entertainment brand nationally, the panache duo is also tirelessly working
on producing and licencing music to form a music offering that will create a passage
for them to the international dance music scene. Watch out for these Panache Boyz!

